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CSC 2.0 - COMMON BRANDING OF THE SHOP FRONT
The design and appearance of the Common Services Centre
Centre’ss shop front and its signage has a big impact on
citizen visiting these centers.. CSC 2.0 has been formulated in pursuance of the Government’s commitment to
set up CSCs in all 2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats to provide various ee-services
services to citizens in rural areas under the
Digital India Programme. Under the Scheme, all CSCs are to have a co
common
mmon look and feel across the county,
while also incorporating the local flavour using the State CSC logo and name of the respective CSC Kendra.
The quality of shop front design is a vital component of improving the look and feel of these CSC centres. A
more
re attractive environment will in turn attract more customers and encourage them to visit more often to
these centres to avail various services offered by these centres
centres. This document provides guidance on the
principles that should be followed in the proce
process of Erection and installing shop fronts.
SIZE AND PROPOTION
MINIMUM SIZE - Minimum size refers to the smallest size at which the CSC common Branding Unit may be
reproduced and still maintains legibility. The minimum size of the Common branding shop front
fron board is 6feet
Width X 3 Feet Height.

CSC e-Governance Services India Pvt. Ltd.
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SCALING- While scaling the common branding unit to a bigger unit, you are requested to maintain proportion.
For e.g. if you want a bigger board for your shop front with width 9 feet, you would need to scale the
common branding unit proportionally i.e 9 feet Width X 4.5 Feet Height.

DO NOT SQEEZE COMMON BRANDING UNIT VERTICALLY

DO NOT SQEEZE COMMON BRANDING UNIT HORIZONTALLY

COLOR- You are requested to maintain the color scheme of the Common branding Unit and the Logos
provided in the open file.
The color code of the text and objects used in the creative are as under.

CSC ID – You are requested to change the CSC ID mentioned on the top left hand corner to the CSC ID or The
OMT id provided to your center

ADDRESS – You are requested to change the address mentioned at the Bottom with the complete address of
CSC including Gram Panchayat/ District and State

Erection/ Lighting - The common branding is to be hoisted on an iron frame with flex printing along with
appropriate lighting arrangement to enhance shop visibility. Good lighting helps visibility of these centres, and
enhances brand image. Externally illuminated signs are preferable in all circumstances, particularly where the
lighting element is well integrated with the sign Board. All CSCs are to have a common look and feel across
the county, while also incorporating the local flavor using the State CSC logo and name of the respective CSC
Kendra.

